
FABRICS DOSSIER



OCCGuarantee® keep the colours that are born naturally from the seed; ecru,
green and brown. Without dyes or chemical processes added as it happened
thousands of years ago. 

They are made of 100% organic cotton except for some references that include
some elastane, necessary for the correct use of the fabric in the garment.  

The production process is carried out entirely in Europe ( between Spain and
Portugal ) and emphasizes the quality of the fabrics as a fundamental objective.

Thanks to the production based on our organic cotton OCCGuarantee® from Brazil
with more than 350 farmers and their families involved, your brand will be
collaborating in a project that has a direct impact on the improvement of economic
and social conditions within the community.

 

WHAT IS AN OCCGUARANTEE® FABRIC?



REFERENCE  TITLE WIDTH WEIGHT 1-9m. 10-24m. 25-49m. 50-99m. 100-200m.

OCCGE-9000  SINGLE JERSEY ECRU 1,60 m. 160 g/m² 10,09 € 9,34 € 8,83 € 8,33 € 7,82 €

OCCGE-9000A  SINGLE JERSEY ECRU 1,60 m. 110 g/m² 7,83 € 7,24 € 6,85 € 6,46 € 6,06 €

OCCG-9002  SINGLE JERSEY DARK BROWN 1,60 m. 160 g/m² 13,34 € 12,34 € 11,67 € 11,01 € 10,34 €

OCCG-9007  SINGLE JERSEY STRIPES LIGHT BROWN/ECRU 1,65 m. 160 g/m² 13,34 € 12,34 € 11,67 € 11,01 € 10,34 €

OCCGE-9000-E  SINGLE JERSEY IN ECRU WITH 4% ELASTAN 1,85 m. 175 g/m² 14,26 € 13,19 € 12,48 € 11,77 € 11,05 €

OCCG-9002-E  SINGLE JERSEY IN LIGHT BROWN WITH 4% ELASTAN 1,85 m. 175 g/m² 17,10 € 15,81 € 14,96 € 14,10 € 13,25 €

OCCGE-9008  RIB JERSEY ECRU 1,60 m. 200 g/m² 12,01 € 11,11 € 10,51 € 9,91 € 9,31 €

OCCGE-9008A  RIB JERSEY ECRU 1,60 m. 260 g/m² 17,11 € 15,83 € 14,97 € 14,12 € 13,26 €

OCCG-9010  RIB JERSEY LIGHT BROWN 1,65 m. 200 g/m² 15,34 € 14,19 € 13,42 € 12,66 € 11,89 €

OCCGE-9040  RIB 2X2 ECRU 1,15 m. 190 g/m² 8,48 € 7,85 € 7,42 € 7,00 € 6,57 €

OCCGE-9041  RIB 8X2 ECRU 4% ELASTAN 1,00 m. 180 g/m² 8,67 € 8,02 € 7,59 € 7,15 € 6,72 €

OCCGE-9018-E  RIB 2X2 ECRU WITH 4% ELASTAN 1,20 m. 445 g/m² 21,44 € 20,25 € 19,06 € 17,87 € 17,27 €

OCCGE-9068-E  RIB 1X1 ECRU WITH 4% ELASTAN 1,50 m. 250 g/m² 14,69 € 13,59 € 12,85 € 12,12 € 11,38 €

OCCG-9078-E  RIB 1X1 LIGHT BROWN WITH 4% ELASTAN 1,50 m. 250 g/m² 19,42 € 17,96 € 16,99 € 16,02 € 15,05 €

OCCGE-9015  FLEECE ECRU 2,10 m. 315 g/m² 23,43 € 22,05 € 20,68 € 19,99 € 19,30 €

OCCGE-9051  FRENCH TERRY ECRU 2,10 m. 315 g/m² 23,10 € 21,74 € 20,38 € 19,70 € 19,02 €

OCCGE-9045  MICRO TERRY ECRU 2,05 m. 260 g/m² 19,96 € 18,46 € 17,46 € 16,46 € 15,47 €

OCCG-9071  FLEECE DARK BROWN 2,10 m. 315 g/m² 29,84 € 28,03 € 26,23 € 25,32 € 24,42 €

OCCG-9072  FRENCH TERRY DARK BROWN 2,15 m. 315 g/m² 29,50 € 27,71 € 25,92 € 25,03 € 24,13 €

OCCGE-9046  VELOUR ECRU 1,85 m. 280 g/m² 27,01 € 24,98 € 23,63 € 22,28 € 20,93 €

OCCGE-9047  POLAR ECRU 1,90 m. 270 g/m² 24,19 € 22,84 € 21,50 € 20,15 € 19,48 €

OCCGE-9021  OPENWORK CLOUDS ECRU 1,60 m. 170 g/m² 12,46 € 11,52 € 10,90 € 10,28 € 9,66 €

OCCG-9023  OPENWORK DOTS LIGHT BROWN 1,70 m. 170 g/m² 15,06 € 13,93 € 13,18 € 12,43 € 11,67 €

OCCGE-9070  WAFFLE ECRU 1,25 m. 295 g/m² 17,76 € 16,43 € 15,54 € 14,65 € 13,77 €

OCCG-9028  SQUARE WEAVE ECRU 1,40 m. 200 g/m² 12,13 € 11,22 € 10,61 € 10,01 € 9,40 €

OCCG-9030  SQUARE WEAVE DARK BROWN 1,40 m. 200 g/m² 14,42 € 13,34 € 12,62 € 11,90 € 11,17 €

OCCGE-9027  PIQUE KNIT ECRU 2,00 m. 185 g/m² 16,58 € 15,34 € 14,51 € 13,68 € 12,85 €

OCCG-9073  PIQUE KNIT LIGHT BROWN 2,00 m. 185 g/m² 19,29 € 17,84 € 16,87 € 15,91 € 14,95 €

OCCGE-0001  INTERLOCK JACQUARD ECRU 1,70 m. 240 g/m² 17,87 € 16,53 € 15,63 € 14,74 € 13,85 €

OCCG-00010  INTERLOCK JACQUARD DARK BROWN 1,90 m. 240 g/m² 20,11 € 18,60 € 17,60 € 16,59 € 15,58 €

OCCGE-0002  INTERLOCK PLAIN ECRU 1,45 m. 190 g/m² 11,76 € 10,88 € 10,29 € 9,70 € 9,12 €

OCCGE-9043  OTTOMAN ECRU 1,45 m. 280 g/m² 15,47 € 14,31 € 13,54 € 12,76 € 11,99 €

OCCGE-9044  OTTOMAN ECRU 4% ELASTAN 1,45 m. 460 g/m² 30,38 € 28,10 € 26,58 € 25,06 € 23,55 €

OCCGE-9050  TRICOT KNIT ECRU 1,20 m. 240 g/m² 10,35 € 9,57 € 9,05 € 8,54 € 8,02 €

OCCG-9060  TRICOT KNIT DARK BROWN 1,20 m. 240 g/m² 12,98 € 12,01 € 11,36 € 10,71 € 10,06 €

OCCGE-9042  TRICOT RIB 20X4 ECRU 1,00 cm. 120 g/m² 10,07 € 9,32 € 8,82 € 8,31 € 7,81 €
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REFERENCE TITLE WIDTH WEIGHT 1-9m. 10-24m. 25-49m. 50-99m. 100-200m.

OCCGE-9016-A TWILL PLAIN ECRU 1,70 m. 137 g/m² 18,10 € 16,74 € 15,84 € 14,93 € 14,03 €

OCCGE-9037 DOUBLE MUSLIN ECRU 1,70 m. 200 g/m² 15,24 € 14,10 € 13,34 € 12,57 € 11,81 €

OCCGE-9033 MEDIUM CANVAS ECRU 1,50 m. 220 g/m² 15,24 € 14,10 € 13,34 € 12,57 € 11,81 €

OCCG-9032 DENIM ECRU 1,50 m. 380 g/m² 19,53 € 18,07 € 17,09 € 16,11 € 15,14 €

OCCG-9038 NET FABRIC DARK BROWN 1,50 m. 105 g/m² 17,68 € 16,35 € 15,47 € 14,59 € 13,70 €

REFERENCE TITLE WIDTH WEIGHT 1-9m. 10-24m. 25-49m. 50-99m. 100-200m.

OCCGE-9024 TOWEL ECRU 1,60 m. 350 g/m² 28,83 € 26,66 € 25,22 € 23,78 € 22,34 €

OCCGE-9026 TOWEL ECRU 1,60 m. 450 g/m² 37,26 € 34,47 € 32,60 € 30,74 € 28,88 €

OCCGE-9025-A TOWEL ECRU 1,60 m. 550 g/m² 44,90 € 41,53 € 39,29 € 37,04 € 34,80 €

OCCGE-9025 TOWEL ECRU (velour effect ) 1,60 m. 550 g/m² 49,42 € 45,71 € 43,24 € 40,77 € 38,30 €

REFERENCE TITLE WIDTH METERS FOR ROLL/CONE PRICE FOR ROLL/CONE PRICE FOR METER

OCCG-CINTA-C-15 TAPE ECRU 15MM. 15mm. 100 m. 50€ 0,50 €

OCCG-CINTA-C-20 TAPE ECRU 20MM. 20mm. 100 m. 53€ 0,53 €

OCCG-CINTA-M-20 TAPE++ BROWN 20MM. 20mm. 100 m. 53€ 0,53 €

OCCG-CINTA-C-30 TAPE ECRU 30MM. 30mm. 100 m. 55€ 0,55 €

OCCG-CINTA-M-30 TAPE BROWN 30MM. 30mm. 100 m. 55€ 0,55 €

OCCG-CINTA-C-35 TAPE ECRU 35MM. 35mm. 100 m. 60€ 0,60 €

OCCG-CINTA-C-40 TAPE ECRU 40MM. 40mm. 100 m. 65€ 0,65 €

OCCG-CORDON-C-3mm CORD ECRU 3MM. 3mm. 300 m. 105€ 0,35€

OCCG-CORDON-M-3mm CORD BROWN 3MM. 3mm. 300 m. 105€ 0,35€

OCCG-CORDON-C-5mm CORD ECRU 5MM. 5mm. 300 m. 120€ 0,40€

OCCG-CORDON-M-5mm CORD BROWN 5MM. 5mm. 300 m. 120€ 0,40€
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OCCGuarantee® fabrics  ( ref. OCCG- ) are made with 100% organic cotton from the Organic Cotton Colours Social Project in Brazil. Spun in Barcelona
and weaved in Portugal. 

OCCGuarantee® Essential fabrics ( ref. OCCGE- ) are made with 100% organic cotton of Turkish origin. Spun under the quality requirements of the
Global Organic Textile Standards (GOTS) in Turkey and weaved between Catalunya and Portugal All these fabrics have the GOTS transaction certificate.  

*The prices detailed are excluding VAT.



SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The shrinkage value oscillates between 4% and 7% in the first wash depending on each fabric. We recommend washing the
fabrics with cold water or a maximum temperature of 30º and using natural detergents. 

For orders of more than 200 meters for reference please ask for a specific product price. We can reproduce any knitted or
woven fabric with OCCGuarantee® organic cotton. For more information, you can contact us at the email
info@organiccottoncolours.com or the phone number +34 972835995

All our products are subject to market availability. 

Valid prices except for typographical errors or significant changes in the price. 

Organic Cotton Colours is a GOTS certified company (CU 832882) for all cotton processing units. For this reason, we can
create any fabric or final garment of 100% organic cotton under the seal. If you need to obtain the GOTS Transaction
Certificate for the fabrics that we have available in stock, it should be requested in advance. This process entails additional
costs. 

All the references are available through online order at
 https://shop.organiccottoncolours.eco/en/shop

In our shop online, a part of the fabrics currently in stock you can find leftovers of specific productions that have not continuity
with reduced prices and preorders of new references available soon.

 

DO YOU WANT TO RECEIVE A
COMPLETE SAMPLE BOOK?

We have a Complete Sample Book with most of the
references available in stock. You can order it
through our shop online or sending us an email to
info@organiccottoncolours.com  



WHY THE TONE OF NATURAL COLOURED FABRICS IS NOT ALWAYS THE SAME?
Our fabrics are made with 100% organic cotton in the natural colours that are born from the seed; ecru, green and brown. We
do not apply chemical fixatives to the fabrics that isolate them from natural agents. So the cotton is alive in the fabric. When
we wash it, when we expose it to the sun,... it changes.  All these factors directly affect the tone of the fibre.

The natural colours in contact with the water change, becoming darker. This phenomenon is more visible in green and brown,
but also in ecru.

In contact with light, they can lighten considerably. When hanging clothes, we recommend that you do it in a place where the
garment is not directly exposed to the sun.

But why do the fabrics before washing or sun exposition have different tones? 

It happens because not all the varieties of cotton that we crop have the same tone. Also, the exposition to light and water of
the plant and the natural nutrition of the soil where they are grown will modify the tone of our organic cotton OCCGuarantee®.
For that reason, at this moment we have topacio tone and rubi tone, both browns, available in stock. 

Another factor that can do that the fabrics don't keep the same tone always is that once we spin we mix natural coloured
brown or green with ecru fibre in order to get a longer fibre and a better fabrics quality. Depending on the mix ( for example;
50% brown + 50% ecru - 30% brown + 70% brown ), the final tone of the fabric will also be different. 
 
 DO YOU HAVE DOUBTS ABOUT THE

REAL TONE OF ONE OF OUR
FABRICS? 
In our e-commerce, you can find pictures of all of
them where we try to be respectful of the real tone of
the fabric. If you still have doubts, don't hesitate to
ask for a sample to check.



WHAT IF NONE OF THE REFERENCES FITS YOUR NEEDS?
From Organic Cotton Colours, we can reproduce in organic cotton any knitted or woven fabric from a physical sample or a technical sheet. Below we detail in general lines the minimum
production for each type of fabric:

-Knitted fabrics: 100 Kg. (Depending on the weight of the fabric approximately 150-350 meters)
-Knitted fabrics and plates: According to each project
-Thick and medium woven fabrics and towel: 500 meters per reference
-Fine woven fabrics: 2000 meters per reference

These amounts can vary depending on the desired weight, width and structure. The project will be valued and a minimum adjusted production will be offered in each case.

DO YOU NEED A CUSTOMIZED FABRIC?  

DYING PROCESS
We can dye any fabric with GOTS certified inks starting from a Pantone TPX or TCX tone.
The minimum production to dye fabric is:
Knitted fabrics: 120 meters per fabric and colour
Knitted fabrics and plates: According to the project
Medium and heavy woven fabrics and towel: 200 meters per fabric and colour
Fine woven fabrics: 200 meters per fabric and colour

COLOR SAMPLE (LAB DIP)

For the production of a fabric colour sample, we need to receive the code of the tone according to the TPX or TCX Pantone.
Colour sample cost = 40€ per colour

In case the production is confirmed, we will refund 100% of the cost of the colour sample.



PRINTING PROCESS
We print any fabric according to the design provided with GOTS certified inks. We offer two types of printing services:

ALL OVER SERIGRAPHY 

We can print fabrics from a width of 135cm. at 200cm. The minimum production is 200 meters per fabric and print.

ALL OVER DIGITAL PRINTING: 
 
The minimum production is 120 meters per fabric and pattern and we can print up to 200cm. wide without limitation of colours.
Since the technique requires a semi-bleaching of the fabric with a minimum associated quantity of 50 linear meters, to produce
the production sample, the amount corresponding to the production of 20 meters of fabric already printed must be paid.

NEED TO DEVELOP A CUSTOM PRINT?

We offer you the development of unique patterns and rapports as well as a wide range of patterns already created, ready to be
used. Ask for more information about the additional services that we offer under our manufacturing. 

SAMPLE OF DIGITAL PRINTING OR SERIGRAPHY (STRIKE OFF)

For the production of printing samples, we need to receive the design file to be reproduced in vector, .ai or .eps format. Traced,
with final production measurements and actual colours. In the case of all-over prints (across the width of the fabric), it must also
be matched so the rapport can be repeated across the length and width of the fabric and the design fits perfectly.

Printing sample cost (strike off) and / or positional screen printing = From 50€ to 80€
Depending on the design, the dimensions of the print and the number of colours, the cost of each screen will be approximately:
30-50€.

In case the production is confirmed, we will refund you 100% of the cost of the sample.

All over serigraphy: Technique- Support: 
 

Screen
 

In this case, we can combine up to 5 colours. The
cost of each colour screen is 200€ additional to

the price of the printed fabric

 
Cylinder

 
In this case, we can combine up to 8 colours. The
cost of each cylinder is 300€ per colour added to

the price of the printed fabric

 
Sample price stamped with cylinder or screen =

80€. If the product is confirmed in the last invoice,
100% of this cost will be refund 

 



BRAND LABEL PRODUCTION
To offer to the designer a complete solution for garments production, we have developed tapes and cords made with our Brazilian organic
cotton. 

We produce printed textile labels made with our organic cotton tape made with our Brazilian organic cotton. These labels are printed in
Barcelona with vegetable dyes.

The minimum production is 1 roll of 100 meters of tape per design. Approximately 1300 to 1600 labels depending on the design.

We have three widths of natural ecru tape: 15mm. 20mm and 30mm. and two widths of natural brown tape: 20mm and 30mm.

Based on the label design artwork, we will offer you the production price per label and the associated production minimum.

The labels are served cut and folded under your specifications.

The screen price is between 40€ and 80€ depending on the design. 



ADVANTAGES OF BEING PART OF THE OCCGUARANTEE® PROJECT
√ Being a Project Supporter of the Social Project that Organic Cotton Colours is developing in Brazil with more than 350
independent farmers and their families. Ensuring that the project grows year after year in a stable way.

√ We provide your brand with our informative capsule with audiovisual material to illustrate the garment production
process, from the field to the final garment.

√ We include OCCGuarantee® labels on each garment free of charge that offer information to the end customer about
the origin, traceability and impacts associated with the production of each of the garments.

√ We offer free and unlimited space (for your collection) on our website to enhance the visibility of the brand.

√ Post on our blog and social networks introducing your project to our followers as a brand with soul OCCGuarantee®.



OCCGUARANTEE®
At Organic Cotton Colours, we have our own OCCGuarantee® guarantee seal that ensures that we have been working under the strictest sustainability standards for 30 years and respecting
the human rights and working conditions of all the people who are part of the fibre transformation. Maintaining a total balance between sustainability and ethical production that generates a
positive economic impact on the community.

OCCGUARANTEE LABELS and TRANSACTION CERTIFICATE 

We make available to brands and designers that order fabrics from us the OCCGuarantee® for Fabrics cardboard labels as well as the OCCGuarantee® transaction certificate where the end
customer can check the origin and traceability of the fabric used. You will also find on each label the QR code with information on the environmental impacts associated with the production of
the garment and the savings it has meant compared to a conventional textile production model thanks to the study carried out jointly with Bcome Conscious where these are collected and
analyzed data.

GOTS
In addition, we are a GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) certified company with CU832882 and
we produce fabrics and final garments under this globally recognized seal. In case you want your
production to include this seal, let us know from the beginning so that we take into account the
documentation that we must collect during production to request the Certificate of Transaction once
you place the order of the fabrics.  

ORGANIC BRAZIL 
All farmers that are part of the OCCGuarantee® Social Project in Brazil are registered by the
Ministerio de Desenvolvimiento Agrário within the Programa Nacional de Fortalecimiento da
Agricultura Familiar. Through the participatory certification system, they obtain the Organic Brasil
seal. This seal is not specific to the cultivation of cotton but also allows them to commercialize the
surplus food they grow in organic markets.

BCORP
We are in the final phase of obtaining the B corp certification. This seal measures the different
impacts that we generate with our activity.



OCCGUARANTEE® MANUFACTURING SERVICES

DO YOU NEED HELP WITH THE PRODUCTION OF YOUR COLLECTION?

We offer full manufacturing services to the brands and designers that want to include our fabrics in their collections. Keeping
the chain of custody of the material, from the seed to the final garment and offering them information about the positive

impacts of their productions for the environment and for people. Tell us if you want to receive our manufacturing dossier. 



CONTACT US

EMAIL
info@organiccottoncolours.com

WEBSITE
www.organiccottoncolours.eco

PHONE
+34 972 83 59 95

@organiccottonco

@organiccottoncolours


